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The “enormously entertaining” (The Wall Street Journal) account of a shocking 1897 murder
mystery that “artfully re-create[s] the era, the crime, and the newspaper wars it touched
off” (The New York Times) AN EDGAR NOMINEE FOR BEST FACT CRIME • “Fascinating . . .
won’t disappoint readers in search of a book like Erik Larson’s The Devil in the White City.”—
The Washington Post On Long Island, a farmer finds a duck pond turned red with blood. On
the Lower East Side, two boys discover a floating human torso wrapped tightly in oilcloth.
Blueberry pickers near Harlem stumble upon neatly severed limbs in an overgrown ditch. The
police are baffled: There are no witnesses, no motives, no suspects. The grisly finds that began
on the afternoon of June 26, 1897, plunged detectives headlong into the era’s most perplexing
murder mystery. Seized upon by battling media moguls Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph
Hearst, the case became a publicity circus, as their rival newspapers the World and the
Journal raced to solve the crime. What emerged was a sensational love triangle and an even
more sensational trial. The Murder of the Century is a rollicking tale—a rich evocation of
America during the Gilded Age and a colorful re-creation of the tabloid wars that forever
changed newspaper journalism.

"Paul Collins' account of the headless torso murder that led to an all-out newspaper war and
then a dramatic trial has all the timeless elements of a great yarn--a baffling mystery, intriguing
suspects, and flawed detectives. It's compelling history that's also great page-turning
entertainment."-- Howard Blum, author of The Floor of Heaven and American
Lightning“Wonderfully rich in period detail, salacious facts about the case and infectious
wonder at the chutzpah and inventiveness displayed by Pulitzer’s and Hearst’s minions. Both a
gripping true-crime narrative and an astonishing portrait of fin de siecle yellow journalism.”--
Kirkus Reviews"A dismembered corpse and rival newspapers squabbling for headlines fuel
Collins’s intriguing look at the birth of “yellow journalism” in late–19th-century New York. an in-
depth account of the exponential growth of lurid news and the public’s (continuing) insatiable
appetite for it."--Publishers Weekly From the Hardcover edition.Review"[Collins’] exploration of
the newspaper world, at the very moment when tabloid values were being born, is revealing
but also enormously entertaining….Collins has a clear eye, a good sense of telling detail, and
a fine narrative ability." —Wall Street Journal“Riveting….Collins has mined enough newspaper
clippings and other archives to artfully recreate the era, the crime and the newspaper wars it
touched off.” —New York Times"[A] richly detailed book that reads like a novel and yet
maintains a strict fidelity to facts. THE MURDER OF THE CENTURY isn't a case of history with
a moral. It's simply a fantastic, factual yarn, and a reminder that abhorrent violence is nothing
new under the sun." —Oregonian“A wonderful reminder that we have often been just as we
are: fools for spectacle, short of memory, cheered by the invigorating shock of the immoral.” —
Willamette Week"Paul Collins' account of the headless torso murder that led to an all-out
newspaper war and then a dramatic trial has all the timeless elements of a great yarn--
a baffling mystery, intriguing suspects, and flawed detectives. It's compelling history that's also
great page-turning entertainment." —Howard Blum, author of The Floor of Heaven and
American Lightning“Wonderfully rich in period detail, salacious facts about the case and
infectious wonder at the chutzpah and inventiveness displayed by Pulitzer’s and Hearst’s
minions. Both a gripping true-crime narrative and an astonishing portrait of fin de siecle yellow



journalism.” —Kirkus Reviews"A dismembered corpse and rival newspapers squabbling for
headlines fuel Collins’s intriguing look at the birth of “yellow journalism” in late–19th-century
New York. an in-depth account of the exponential growth of lurid news and the public’s
(continuing) insatiable appetite for it." —Publishers Weekly--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorPaul Collins is the author of seven books, which have
been translated into ten languages. His work has appeared in Slate, New Scientist, and The
New York Times, and he is regularly featured on NPR’s Weekend Edition as their “literary
detective.” He lives in Portland, Oregon.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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CollinsAbout the AuthorA NOTE ON THE TEXTThe tremendous press coverage of this affair,
with sometimes more than a dozen newspapers fielding reporters at once—not to mention the
later memoirs of its participants—allowed me to draw on many eyewitness sources. Dialogue in
quotation marks comes from conversations recorded in their accounts, though I have freely
edited out verbiage and combined different accounts. Please also see the Note on Sources on
this page for an account regarding updates and revisions made to this book.—P. C.I.THE
VICTIM1.THE MYSTERY OF THE RIVERIT WAS A SLOW AFTERNOON for news. Still, the
boys along the East River piers still readied themselves on a scorching summer Saturday for
the incoming ferry passengers from Brooklyn, armed with innumerable battling editions of
Manhattan’s dailies for June 26, 1897. There were sensational “yellow papers” like Pulitzer’s
World and Hearst’s Journal, the stately flagships of the Herald and the Sun, and stray runts like
the Post and the Times. By two thirty, the afternoon editions were coming while the morning
papers were getting left in stacks to bake in the sun. But there were no orders by President
McKinley, no pitched battles in the Sudan, and no new Sousa marches to report. The only real
story that day was the weather: Oh! Yes, It Is Hot Enough! gasped one headline. The
disembarking ferry passengers who couldn’t afford lemonade seltzer from riverside
refreshment stalls instead downed the usual fare—unsterilized buttermilk for two cents, or
sterilized for three—and then headed for East Third Street, where Mayor Strong was giving the
dedication speech for the new 700-foot-long promenade pier. It was the city’s first, a confection
of whitewashed wrought iron, and under its cupola a brass band was readying the rousing
oompah “Elsie from Chelsea.”Weaving between the newsboys and the ladies opening up



parasols, though, were four boys walking the other way. They were escaping their hot and
grimy brick tenements on Avenue C, and joining a perspiring crowd of thousands didn’t sound
much better than what they’d just left. To them, the East Eleventh Street pier had all the others
beat; it was a disused tie-up just a few feet above the water, and surrounded by cast-off ballast
rocks that made for an easy place to dry clothes. The boys took it over like a pirate’s landing
party, claiming it as their own and then lounging with their flat caps and straw boaters pulled
rakishly low. It was a good place to gawk at the nearly completed boat a couple of piers over—
a mysterious ironclad in the shape of a giant sturgeon, which its inventor promised would skim
across the Atlantic at a forty-three-knot clip. When the boys tired of that, they turned their gaze
back out to the water.Jack McGuire spotted it first: a red bundle, rolling in with the tide and
toward the ferry slip, then bobbing away again.“Say, I’ll get that!” yelled McGuire’s friend Jimmy
McKenna.“Aw, will you?” Jack taunted him. But Jimmy was already stripped down and diving
off the pier. A wiry thirteen-year-old with a powerful stroke in the water, he grabbed the bundle
just before the wake from the Greenpoint ferry could send it floating away. They’d split the loot;
it might be a wad of clothes, or some cargo toppled off a freighter. There was no telling what
you’d find in the East River.Jimmy dragged the parcel up onto the rocks with effort; the boys
found it was the size of a sofa cushion, and heavy—at least thirty pounds, tightly wrapped in a
gaudy red-and-gold oilcloth.“It’s closed,” Jimmy said as he dripped on the rocks. The package
had been expertly tied with coils of white rope; it wouldn’t be easy for his cold and wet fingers
to loosen it. But Jack had a knife handy, and he set to cutting in. As kids gathered around to
see what treasure had been found, Jack sawed faster until a slip of the knife sank the blade
into the bundle. Blood welled out from inside. He figured that meant they’d found something
good; all kinds of farm goods were transported from the Brooklyn side of the river. It might be a
side of fresh pork.“I’m going to see what’s in there,” he proclaimed, and dug harder into the
ropes. As they fell aside, Jack peeled back the clean new oilcloth to reveal another layer: dirty
and blackened burlap, tied with twine. Jack cut that away too, and found yet another layer, this
one of dry, coarse brown paper. Annoyed, he yanked it off. And then, for an interminable
moment, the gathered boys stopped dead still.On the rocks before them was a human arm.
Two arms, in fact. Two arms attached to a muscular chest—and nothing more.—THE POLICE
KNEW just who to blame.Medical students, they muttered as they examined the sawn-off torso.
The riverside boys had dithered for half an hour over the grisly and headless find, deciding
what to do—though Jack had hastily tossed his knife into the river, afraid of catching any
blame. But there was no real cause for alarm; a patrolman arrived and dragged the parcel up
onto the dry pier, followed by two detectives from the Union Market station. In no great hurry,
they eventually put in a call to the coroner’s office to note that the med students were up to
their usual pranks. The city had five schools that were allowed to use cadavers, and parts of
them showed up in the unlikeliest places: You’d find legs in doorways, fingers in cigar boxes,
that kind of nonsense. By the time the coroner bothered to pick up the parcel, it had been on
the East Eleventh Street pier for three hours, exposed to the curious stares of the entire
neighborhood. Meanwhile, boys had eagerly taken to diving into the water trying to find, as one
observer put it, “every floating object that might by any possibility be part of a human body.”
They gleefully dragged waterlogged casks, boxes, and smashed timbers onto the pier, but alas,
nothing more.The morgue driver finally arrived. He wrapped the cloth back around their
gruesome find, tossed the whole package aboard his wagon, and trundled it away with a signal
to his horse. The city had yet to buy its first horseless carriages; it had been only two years
since the first one had been seen in New York, and they remained such a rare sight that
Manhattan still hadn’t even recorded its first auto fatality. Every other kind of fatality, though,



ended up where this one did, fifteen blocks north in Midtown, at the morgue’s squat brick
building on Twenty-Sixth Street.They all came here: any skipping child struck by a dairy wagon,
any organ grinder downed by apoplexy in the middle of Central Park, any wino found expired in
a Bowery gutter, any sporting gentleman stabbed in a saloon. The Bellevue morgue was the
haunt of the dead and the deadlined; newsmen were always around, because with about
twenty unclaimed bodies a day thudding in—more during a good cold snap or a heat wave—
you were always guaranteed some column inches for the late edition.Even before the latest
heat wave, Bellevue had been especially rich in news; its old morgue keeper had been
arrested after twenty-seven years of illegally selling bodies to the local med schools at $5 a pop
—selling so many, in fact, that he’d accumulated a $100,000 fortune on his morgue salary of
$60 a month. The lowlier attendants were more cheaply bribed. A cigar or a pouch of shag
tobacco would get a reporter the run of a windowless building some sixty by eighty feet wide,
lined along one side with marble slabs, the other with chest-high tiers of cooled body
drawers.To wander through this library of corpses was a dubious privilege. The dead room’s
only respite from the gloom came from a single skylight, and the occasional nudge from a
resident tomcat. There were no fans, and flies buzzed constantly over the marble slabs where
the latest deliveries reposed naked, awaiting identification. A thin mist of icy water was kept
running over the slabs in an ineffectual attempt to keep the bodies fresh and to shoo the flies
away. The effect was that of a dark, dripping cave filled with the broken bodies of Manhattan. It
was, by universal assent, the most miserable place in the city. Worst of all were the mangled
and bloated remains of bridge jumpers and failed swimmers pulled daily from the river.“That
horrible place—God!” novelist Theodore Dreiser would later recall of his days there as a World
reporter. “Daily from the ever-flowing waters of New York there were recaptured and washed up
in all stages and degrees of decomposition the flotsam and jetsam of the great city—its offal,
its victims, its what?”The who and what were always the questions for these nameless corpses.
But the source of the oilcloth-covered bundle that had arrived that evening was not so hard to
guess at.“Medical students,” an attendant seconded, noting its arrival in the ledger.Probably cut
from one of their own bodies here in the morgue, maybe off a cadaver sold just a day or two
earlier. Well, now whoever it was had come back. They’d wait the obligatory seventy-two hours,
of course, and then send it on to the coffin room, where another attendant hammered together
cheap plank boxes. Anyone left unclaimed for three days went there—the body photographed,
the clothes stored for laggardly friends or relatives to make a later identification, any money or
jewelry on the body quietly pocketed—and then the newly filled coffins were disgorged out the
back of the building onto the pier. Each day a dead-boat pulled up for a final stygian journey up
the East River to a waiting trench in the potter’s field on Hart Island.That, no doubt, is where
this misbegotten parcel would go, and nobody would ever hear of it again.—BY THE TIME
Bellevue superintendent Dr. Thomas Murphy and city medical examiner Dr. George Dow
arrived on their evening rounds, there were reporters from the World, the Herald, and the
Evening Telegram all gathered in the morgue, waiting for their day’s quota of Dreadful Cases
and Awful Tragedies. They’d already gotten a good one out of Bellevue that day when Diamond
Jim Brady forcibly checked his mother in to the insane ward next door. But the reporters could
always hope for more, and as the two doctors made their obligatory check of the day’s
casualties, they froze before the river parcel, exchanging significant looks.Dr. Murphy closely
examined the oilcloth-wrapped package: the well-muscled chest and shoulders of a white man,
its arms folded across in an X with the hands lying on its shoulders. The head, wherever it was
now, had been rather raggedly hacked off at the larynx, while down below, the torso had been
cleanly cut under the fifth rib.“There is a mystery here,” Dr. Murphy muttered cryptically.Dr. Dow



nodded. He felt the tone of the body’s skin, and lifted the arms to reveal that an irregular
horseshoe-shaped chunk had been sliced away from the chest. But it was the saw marks at the
neck that most immediately caught his eye.“No medical student would have done this,” he
announced. It was simple, Dr. Dow explained to the reporters: This body was no more a med-
school cadaver than you or I. “A saw, and not a knife, was used to sever the head and the
body,” he explained. That was the mark of the untutored; professionals saw bone and slice
flesh.“I am pretty familiar with the methods employed by the different colleges,” agreed
Bellevue’s superintendent. “None of them does this kind of work. The removal of the flesh from
the breast has a very suspicious look.” It might have been done, he ventured, to dispose of a
telltale tattoo. But without a head or an identifying mark on the body, how could they describe
it?“Let me see…” Dr. Murphy brightened. “The height of the average man is that of arms
extended and measuring from the tips of the fingers.” He turned to a morgue assistant.
“Measure the arms and fingers.”The assembled men watched as the orderly eased the
headless trunk down from its drawer and laid it out at full length on the floor, then ran the
measuring tape along the arms.“Five foot eleven,” the assistant announced.Dr. Dow continued
to examine the body and added his own guess. “I would not want to be quoted as expressing a
positive opinion,” he warned the reporters, “but I should think the man when alive weighed 190
pounds.”The muscular body the oilcloth enclosed, the Herald ’s reporter wrote in some
admiration, showed “a man of magnificent physical development.” The hands were remarkably
soft and uncalloused—genteel, even, with the nails carefully manicured. Dr. Dow pressed on
the flesh of the arms and found it still soft and supple; he moved the fingers back and forth, and
they yielded and straightened easily. Rigor mortis had not even set in.Word spread quickly
among the Bellevue buildings; a dozen physicians from the hospital piled into the morgue, each
wanting to poke and prod the mysterious cadaver. The city’s coroner was roused from his
house. But as for Dr. Dow, he’d already seen enough. The medical examiner stood over the
severed trunk and rendered his professional judgment.“The man of which this formed a part,”
he informed the startled room, “was alive twenty-four hours ago.”2.A DETECTIVE READS THE
PAPERIT WAS A GLORIOUS Sunday morning. Julius Meyer was home in his Harlem
tenement on 127th Street, enjoying a day off from his job as a mechanic.“Papa, let’s go
cherrying!” pleaded his eight-year-old son. He could hardly say no, and so the father and his
two boys—little Edgar and strapping teenaged Herbert—made their way up toward Ogden’s
Woods. Getting there meant a forty-block train ride north to the Highbridge station, and then a
ten-block walk into the northern reaches of the borough—out toward the Bronx, that drowsy
region of farms, apple orchards, and placid dairies.Up here, between a densely wooded
crescent bounded by Undercliff Avenue and the Harlem River on one side, 170th Street and
the Washington Bridge on the other, one could forget the city altogether. These were the
hinterlands, thick with pines and huckleberries and cherries but scarce in people; you could
stand on Undercliff Avenue for an hour or more without seeing another soul. Just one house
was visible along this lonely stretch of road, with nary another shack for a quarter mile around.
As Julius and the boys wended their way into the woods—a good twelve-foot drop from the
main road—it was as if they’d shimmied down into another country.While Julius and Herbert
pressed forward through the swatting tree limbs and the thick brambles, Edgar was able to
snake through the tangled brush and scamper ahead of them—too far, almost. They’d entered
down by Sedgwick and 170th Street, but Edgar, an ebullient boy, was charging into wild and
thorny depths, far from any entrance.Julius could no longer see his boy.“Edgar!” he called out.
“Edgar?”—SUNDAY AT the Highbridge station house was neither challenging nor especially
rewarding police work—at least not for someone like Detective Arthur Carey. Once a rising star



at HQ, he’d been caught in a department power struggle, knocked down a couple of pay
grades, and exiled to the sticks. For two years Carey had been deprived of the murder cases
he’d once landed downtown; testifying to packed courtrooms and seeing his name in the paper
weren’t part of his job in Highbridge. “I was walking a post,” he’d explain without irony, “where,
according to police tradition, a patrolman helped tend the goats.”That’s what everyone in the
department called it: Goatsville. It wasn’t on any map, but every officer knew where it was.
Goatsville was where you got sent when you shook down a gambling house too hard, or
busted a local ward boss in a brothel, or when your service revolver discharged in an
unfortunate direction. For Carey, it was for hitching himself to the wrong star; a few years
earlier, a corruption scandal meant that some heads had to roll. Carey hadn’t been implicated,
but his mentor—the mighty Inspector Thomas Byrnes, the most famous police detective in
America at the time—had stepped down, and another faction took over the Detective Bureau at
the police headquarters on Mulberry Street. Carey had been in Goatsville ever since.Inside his
station were Julius Meyer, his sons, and the parcel they’d accompanied on the police wagon. It
was turning into quite the Sunday adventure for the two boys.Detective Carey listened carefully
to their story. Little Edgar, they recounted, had yelled back excitedly to his father from the foot
of Undercliff Avenue’s steep retaining wall. He’d found a peddler’s pack. There, on a small
shaded ledge that jutted out just before the forest sloped away, was a tightly bound bundle, the
sort that a linen or notions dealer might waddle under from one house to another, ready to
untie it to lay out his wares. But it was heavy—easily a hundred pounds. A tug on one end had
drawn out a putrescent waft. Meyer didn’t know what it was, but he knew something was amiss.
He left his boys to guard the find while he flagged down some mounted policemen. They’d
needed a stretcher and towing ropes just to hoist the mass up from the ravine.Detective Carey
and Captain Thomas Killilea carefully appraised the package. The station captain was another
Byrnes appointee sent up to Goatsville. He’d been on the force since the Lincoln administration
and held a double claim to the precinct: He was also tangled in yet another corruption fiasco
just a year earlier, accused of renting out on-duty police to work as security guards at football
games. The former police commissioner Teddy Roosevelt had tried pushing Killilea and his
cronies out altogether, getting so many top officers under indictment one year that the annual
police parade was canceled. Still, even an old-timer like Killilea retained enough of a fondness
for his old downtown beat to read of the latest doings beyond Goatsville. And to him, the red-
and-gold-patterned oilcloth already looked plenty familiar; in fact, the captain knew exactly
where he’d spotted it before. He’d seen it, he explained, in that morning’s New York
Herald.Detective Carey cut the baling cords and pulled back layers of red oilcloth, burlap, and
twine-secured brown paper. Inside was the midsection of a man—and it was very clearly a man
—hewn between the ribs up top and about four inches below the hip joints at the bottom.
Medical students, others at the station house shrugged. They figured the officers at Tenth
Street had been right, and the morning’s newspapers were just out to make something out of
nothing.Carey wasn’t so sure.The bundle would be sent onward to the morgue at Bellevue, of
course—an officer was already making the phone call—but Carey wanted a closer look. This
wasn’t the cat-up-a-tree work of his precinct that he had before him; and even if nobody else in
the station thought so, to Carey it had the feel of something big.The detective examined the
inside of the parcel. The layer of dirty burlap was secured with faintly pink-colored string, and
Carey had seen spools of it before: It was a sort druggists used, a variety called seine twine.
Below that was a brown paper wrapping, and then the body. The revolting smell was filling the
station house. But Carey wasn’t quite finished: He wanted just one more look before they
loaded it up onto the wagon again. Carey rolled the limbless trunk over for a better view.There,



in the small of the back, adhered another piece of brown paper—a slightly different, smaller
piece. He delicately peeled it away and examined it. The paper bore a single, small ink stamp—
and the detective knew, in that moment, that he had to return to his old precinct.Murder
followed me here, mused Carey darkly.—THE TRIP from the cows and orchards of the north
down to the corner of Houston Street and Bowery was only about ten miles, but Arthur Carey
might as well have been traveling to another world. These were his old haunts from his rookie
days on Byrnes’s detective squad: a ramshackle and roiling retail polyglot of hagglers, banjo
players, dime museums, beer gardens, fruit stands, and discount crockery shops. You could
walk full blocks down Bowery and fill your arms with newspapers hawked by newsboys, each
one a different title, and none of them in English. It was one of the city’s oldest streets, its name
a mocking remainder of the land’s old Dutch farms or bouwerij—but now a cheap, noisy, and
beery cacophony of drunk bums and sober business.If you didn’t mind the occasional fisticuffs
or dead body, it was a swell place for an officer—a little too swell, maybe. Teddy Roosevelt had
found the neighborhood so obliging to his men that he went around pouncing on on-duty
officers for quaffing pints in oyster houses and dive saloons. In their place came recruits who
had to pass fitness tests and undergo weapons training, and it was said that you could tell the
old and new officers apart by sorting the fat from the slender. But the old sins remained, and
then some; there was real money to be had in this neighborhood. The Bowery Savings Bank
was improbably becoming one of the world’s largest savings institutions, and for police the
temptation to dip in at less reputable businesses was everywhere. Even Carey’s well-regarded
old boss retired with a fortune of $350,000—something not easily explained when a typical
yearly salary on the force was $2,000. Some departmental accomplishments, perhaps, were
better left unsung.The Bowery’s packed streets and low-slung tenements overflowed with
Germans and Poles, and the storefront of Kugler & Wollens was emblematic of the changing
neighborhood. John Jacob Astor IV owned the poky two-story brick building at 277 Bowery—in
fact, the Astors owned much of the block, as their long-dead patriarch had made his first land
buys a century earlier along this very street. For decades the building had been occupied by a
clan of butchers and grocers, the Marsh family; but by the 1870s, as the neighborhood
acquired umlauts at an impressive rate, it became a German beer saloon, and then a hardware
retailer.On this block of narrow brick buildings, hardware in every variety was hawked by
Germans. The mighty Hammacher Schlemmer hardware shop held down one end, selling
everything from mechanic’s tools to piano fittings. At the other end was the domain of Ernst
Kugler. Herr Kugler had been here more than twenty years, outlasting a previous partner,
watching the passing of the Bowery Boy gangs, and seeing the latest immigrant wave turn the
Bowery Theater into a Yiddish venue. Kugler and his employees knew their business well
enough that when a detective turned up with a piece of paper stamped Kugler & Wollens, they
knew exactly what it was for.At some point, someone connected with that bundled body had
been here. It might have been any time and for any purchase from a handful of wood screws to
a brass keyhole escutcheon. Like every hardware store, they kept a large roll of brown paper, a
stamp, and a reel of twine for wrapping up all manner of purchases. But the shape and
condition of this piece was distinct.It had been used to wrap a saw.—SO CAREY HAD ONE
CLUE. The other—his only other, really—was the oilcloth that the trunk had been wrapped in.
The fabric was still so new that it smelled of the store. But the piece found in Ogden’s Woods
had been about four feet wide and fourteen and a half feet long. Unless you had a baronial
dining room table, you weren’t buying sheets that long for a tablecloth. Someone had bought
this with a task in mind—maybe, given its red color, for catching dripping blood. But where
would they have bought it?Finding someone in the Bowery who knew about oilcloth wasn’t



hard. The street was filled with exactly the kind of peddlers who used the stuff, people who
immediately knew where to locate the nearest distributor: Henry Feuerstein, a sharp-eyed
Hungarian who wholesaled yarns and fabric just three blocks away on Stanton Street. An
Orthodox Jew, Feuerstein was contentedly working in his warehouse on the Christian sabbath;
he personally examined the swatch and identified the maker of the brightly colored red-and-
gold floral pattern. “A. F. Buchanan and Sons,” he said. He even knew the pattern number.
“Diamond B, number 3220.”It was a cheap and unpopular pattern—a leftover from last year’s
stock, in fact—and just too gaudy and vivid to sell well. He hadn’t unloaded a roll of it to any
store in four months. Most dry-goods customers for oilcloth, Feuerstein explained, preferred
something a bit lighter in color.Of course, the detective could check the other distributor that
Buchanan & Sons used—there was also Claflin & Company, over on Church Street. But that
wouldn’t happen without a warrant; its proprietor, John Claflin, had been arrested weeks earlier
after dodging a jury summons. He was not known to be overly fond of police. But Feuerstein,
you understand, was a reasonable man.The merchant threw open his ledgers, tracing out the
network of dealers and distributors. And once they tallied up all the dry-goods shops and
general stores they distributed this stuff to, it became clear: Carey would have something like
fifty more shops to visit. Here, right in Feuerstein’s books, you could see how far even an
unpopular cloth went. There was a Mr. Bernstein on Belmont Avenue in Brooklyn; a Mr.
Bratzenfelder on Avenue D; a Mr. Theimer uptown at Seventy-Second Street; a Mr. Prencky…It
went on and on. A roll of Diamond B #3220 even went to the store of Ignatz Rucmark, over in
Hoboken. You’d need to hit all five boroughs and then some to track this cloth down. That
would take time—and men. Aside from Detective Carey, though, barely anyone else on the
force had moved into action yet.But if the police weren’t on the case, Carey found, somebody
was. Because someone else had been coming here and asking Feuerstein these very same
questions.Reporters.3.THE JIGSAW MANSUNDAYS WERE ALWAYS a bit slow at the New
York World. Walking along a vast Park Row newsroom so crammed with rolltop desks that it
was nearly barricaded, one could read panel after panel on walls placarded with
exhortations:Accuracy, accuracy, accuracy!And:Who? What? Where? When? How?And:The
Facts—The Color—The Facts!These continued around the perimeter of the room, so that in
every direction a reporter looked, the World credo was shouted at him. But on this day the
room was quiet; only the stale cigar smoke hinted at last night’s fury in getting the June 27
Sunday World out.From the windows between the placards, you could see out over the rooftops
—over every rooftop, in fact—clear out to the East River. The teeming city below had nearly
doubled in size over the last generation; it vaulted upward with newly invented elevators, and
outward with hurriedly built elevated railways. Towering above it all were the eighteen-story
offices of the mighty New York World, the crowning achievement of Joseph Pulitzer.A lanky
Hungarian immigrant, Pulitzer had enlisted in the Union army, ridden cavalry in Sheridan’s
Shenandoah Valley campaign, and then drifted into New York at the end of the Civil War. On
the very site of this newspaper office had once stood French’s Hotel, and Pulitzer, then a
penniless veteran, was thrown out of it. Two decades later, in an almost operatic act of
revenge, a wealthy Pulitzer returned from out west and razed the hotel to the ground, erecting
on the spot the city’s tallest building: his building. He’d lavished two miles of wrought-iron
columns to support the world’s largest pressroom and placed his offices on the soaring top
floors beneath an immense 425-ton golden dome. The reflection of its gilded surface could be
seen for miles out to sea; for immigrants coming to America, the first sight of their new land
was not the Statue of Liberty but Pulitzer’s golden beacon. Inside, his sanctum was decorated
with frescoes and leather wainscoting; one of his first visitors, emerging from the elevator and



into his office, blurted: “Is God in?”But when Pulitzer had bought the paper from Jay Gould in
1883, the World was scarcely godlike at all. It was an arthritic operation with a circulation of
twenty thousand, and it bled money. Pulitzer fired the old staff, bought a blazingly fast new Hoe
press, and dragooned the best reporters and editors, pushing them mercilessly to reinvent the
era’s drab uniform columns into bold headlines and sensational woodcut illustrations. No longer
would shipping news and market results count as front-page stories; as much a showman as a
newsman, Pulitzer unapologetically courted women and immigrant readers with a heady mix of
bombast, sentiment, and attention-grabbing promotions that rode on the latest fads. When
Jules Verne was on everyone’s nightstand, Pulitzer ordered daredevil reporter Nellie Bly to
travel around the world in eighty days; she accomplished it in seventy-two. In the midst of the
craze over Martian canals, Pulitzer even considered mounting a giant billboard visible to
“readers” on Mars. Rather more pragmatically, the rags-to-riches immigrant seized the moment
when the newly built Statue of Liberty lacked a pedestal: a flag-waving World campaign among
housewives and schoolchildren raised more than $100,000 to buy one. And Emma Lazarus’s
“huddled masses” inscription? That came from a World contest.The facts—the color—the facts!
Circulation had rocketed since he’d bought it, making the World one of the largest dailies in the
world. The paper itself had swollen, too, its immense three-cent Sunday edition becoming a
thing of sensational beauty. Pulitzer had created the world’s first color comics section, featuring
the antics of a bald tenement kid with ears like jug handles: the Yellow Kid. His popularity
inspired competing papers that year to scoff that the World was comic-strip journalism—yellow
journalism, they called it. Perhaps, but it was an absolutely brilliant hue of yellow. Past the day’s
front-page grabber from the East Eleventh Street pier—Boy’s Ghastly Find—the paper was
bursting with an exposé of a Chicago diploma mill, an account of a Maine aeronaut taking flight
with a giant kite, fashion tips for women, and ads for everything from Hoff’s Malt Extract to Dr.
Scott’s Electric Hair Brush. A thick periodical section promised “More Reading Material Than
Any Four Magazines” and was fronted by a thundering headline on unregulated “baby farm”
orphanages: Nothing So Cheap in New York as Human Life!Yet there was something missing
from the World: Pulitzer himself. If his golden-domed sanctum seemed godlike, so was his
absence from mortal eyes. For the past three years, scarcely anyone in the building had seen
him; nor could he see them, even if he wanted to. He had gone blind.Pulitzer’s memos to
editors remained constant and exacting; no story was too small or ordinary to be nitpicked. The
Sunday World was for everyone in the family, after all; today’s issue had also included such
soothingly domestic headlines as Sousa’s New March Creates a Furore and a Goose Steals a
Watch. These, too, would come under the owner’s distant and mysterious scrutiny, provoking
endless reshufflings within the paper.“As a child might shove chessmen from place to place on
the board, idly seeking new combinations of pieces,” recalled one reporter, “so did the blind
overlord change his department chiefs from one position to another and back again.”Pulitzer
had reason to fret. The newly launched Evening Journal had been nipping at the paper’s heels
for months. For World reporters, there was competition from without and within: Their own
morning and evening editions ran under different teams, with the more sensational evening
shift sometimes cranking out so many extra editions that it competed with the first bleary-eyed
morning edition of the paper. And now, as phones rang in newsrooms across the city and word
circulated of the new body fragment, there would be plenty for everyone to fight over.It could be
a new victim, or a second helping of yesterday’s East River find; either way, it was sizing up to
be another front-pager.—IN JUST two years as the coroner’s physician at Bellevue, Dr. Philip
O’Hanlon had seen just about every ordinary way there was for a New Yorker to die—and a
few extraordinary ways, too. There’d been murder committed by a local Ripper; there was the



man killed by an umbrella driven through his eye; there was the boxing match where the
gaslights had flickered out and back on to reveal a bantamweight slain by a blow in the dark.
Hailing from an old family of Manhattan physicians, Dr. O’Hanlon knew the city and its corners
well; a friend to theater actors, a bit late in paying his dry-goods bills, a bit more dapper than
one expected at a morgue—he was, in short, a New Yorker.But Dr. O’Hanlon had never
encountered anything like this.Reporters gathered in the morgue, drawn in by the reports from
Dr. Dow’s initial examination of the find from the East Eleventh Street pier; now Dr. O’Hanlon
bore the results of several hours of painstaking autopsy.“At first,” O’Hanlon admitted to the
gathered reporters, “it looked to me as though it were the fore section of a body prepared for
photography so as to show the position of the heart and lungs, as might be done in a medical
college. But I do not believe so now.”Observe: not only did the torso still retain all its organs, the
body contained no trace of any preservative. On the contrary: inside the broad chest of a
powerfully muscled man, the tissue of the lungs was still spongy and the heart was filled with
blood—the very blood that had stopped flowing after a knife was plunged between the victim’s
fifth and sixth ribs.What?The reporters looked closely at the body. The flesh stripped away from
the chest—and, perhaps, an identifying tattoo along with it—had also quietly hidden two
previously undetected stab wounds on the body. A casual observer would not spot them
among the gore—but O’Hanlon had.“They must have been inflicted before death,” he flatly
stated.Making incisions around the stab sites, O’Hanlon found that blood had entered into the
surrounding tissue—that is, it was pumped into them. That only happened in the living; a stab
or incision made on a dead man created different internal damage than one on a living body.
He’d also looked inside these stab wounds. A stab will typically show threads of clothing driven
into the wound; but this one had none. So the victim, O’Hanlon concluded, had been alive and
naked when stabbed.“Both wounds were made with a long-bladed knife,” O’Hanlon continued,
“and both cuts were downward, as a man would strike while standing. One was above the left
collarbone, and the other above the fifth intercostal space. The latter penetrated the heart…this
alone would cause instant death.”Only, Dr. O’Hanlon realized, it hadn’t. True, the fatal wound
had been driven deep into the heart at a nearly perpendicular angle—plunged into the victim
from above, possibly while he was sleeping. But the victim was a powerful man, and the
assortment of nonfatal wounds—the other stab wound under the collarbone, a glancing cut to
the left hand, blood under a fingernail, and boot-shaped bruises on the arm—these told the
story of a horrific struggle. The victim had cut his hand in trying to grab the attacker’s knife,
O’Hanlon theorized, and had made an attempt to stand up and fight back in a terrifying but
already doomed final effort.“That he was knocked down I think is proved by the imprints of the
boot,” O’Hanlon theorized. “He struggled to his feet and was standing erect when someone,
who I think must have been very muscular, stabbed him in the collarbone with a big knife. The
blood under his nail shows that he struggled hard, or else that he clasped his hand to his
bosom after he had been stabbed.”And with that, the physician—and the headless torso—had
told their story.The morgue doors slammed open. From outside, orderlies heaved in another
load of cargo: a red-wrapped parcel that took two men to carry. Without the preserving cold of
the East River, and after a spell sitting in a summertime forest, it was offensively rank. The
morgue keeper ignored the smell to unwrap the bundle and lay it out: the midsection, male and
muscular and circumcised. A mass of reporters watched as the two segments were pushed
together on the marble slab.They fit perfectly.—AT SIX P.M. on June 27, the body had its first
claimant.Bellevue was hardly the place to spend a Sunday evening, but Miss Clara
Magnusson’s friends and neighbors had been urging her to visit ever since the story in the
previous night’s Telegram. She lived just three blocks away, yet it had taken until now for her to



make the journey over to this dismal place; her neighbor Gustav accompanied her to help with
the identification and to provide a steady shoulder. She explained that her brother-in-law, Max
Weineke, had been missing for a month: he was a thirty-four-year-old Danish scrap-metal
dealer, and the descriptions of the morgue’s find had her friends on East Twenty-Eighth Street
wondering. Coroner Tuthill led the two over to the marble slab, and to the legless and headless
segmented man who lay nude upon it.There was a scar on Max’s back, she recalled, and that
would surely identify the body. But as she watched the attendant turn the body over, her heart
sank; it had been sawed through exactly where the scar should be.It’s him, her neighbor
Gustav decided. He was sure of it. Max had been a moody fellow—industrious, but he drank a
bit at times—and…well, there’s no telling what could have happened to him, really. He’d had
$30 on him when he disappeared—more than a week’s pay—and that right there was enough
motive for a man to be killed.And yet the body did not seem quite right. Max had been missing
for more than a month, but this body was fresh. Then there was the matter of those strong but
supple hands—so soft, so smooth and pampered. These were not the hands of a scrap-metal
dealer. And there was a scar on the left hand—and an old fingernail injury where it had been
partly cut away—that neither of them recognized or could account for.For Bellevue’s
superintendent, it was the scar on the finger that did it. “If they had only been able to account
for the scar on the finger.” He sighed. “I should have thought the body was that of Weineke
beyond a reasonable doubt.”Gustav and Clara stepped back out into the fading evening light,
leaving just as much of a mystery as when they’d arrived.—WHILE THIS puzzling drama
played out, the morgue had received another visitor. A few among the reporters took notice: Art
Carey?They hadn’t seen Byrnes’s exiled protégé in ages. The detective was energized, back in
his element. He walked briskly around the body—the segment he’d unwrapped earlier that
afternoon now reunited like a jigsaw with its top half—and examined the matching red-and-gold
oilcloth of both segments. He’d come to know it well, though maybe not as well as the
newspaper reporters who’d scooped him on finding the fabric wholesaler. In fact, the
newspapermen had been ahead of the police force all day.I knew it was a murder all along,
Captain Hogan had blustered earlier, claiming that he’d blamed it on medical students out of a
concern for public safety—keeping the citizenry, you see, from panicking. The reporters were
incredulous. Was Hogan joking? It took a Telegram reporter to actually get the first crime
scene’s facts right, since the patrolman’s report claimed that the bundle included the abdomen
but no organs—a patent falsehood to make it sound like a med-lab cut-up. And the police
hadn’t done anything since; it was a Herald reporter who had fetched the coroner the night
before and escorted him to the morgue, and a World reporter who started knocking on doors
even later that night to interview groggy oilcloth dealers around the city. The police hadn’t
secured the crime scene at the pier, hadn’t assigned any extra men to the case, hadn’t even
admitted it was murder until the coroner telephoned and insisted they do something.Well,
Hogan ventured, the murder had probably been committed among a ship’s crew, and so maybe
it was out of their jurisdiction.Wait, a Herald reporter had asked. Didn’t the hands lack the kind
of calluses a sailor would have?Hogan didn’t really have an answer on that one.In fact, there
was a lot the police didn’t have answers for. They’d already been on the defensive all weekend,
even before this case; one of their captains had led sweeps of women guilty of little more than
walking along Broadway after midnight, filling the courts with the tragic injured respectability of
sobbing baker’s assistants and late-shift shopgirls. When one cop was asked for his evidence,
he’d scarcely sputtered, “I saw her walk up and down the street a few times” before being cut
off by a magistrate’s bellow of “Discharged!” Reporters had been having a field day with it; a
new murder was the last thing the department needed that day.But Carey was different: He



knew this was a homicide case, and he was making it his case. He even had his own pet
theory. The murder, he mused aloud to a reporter, might have been committed in Long Island
or Brooklyn. The killers—for it would have required more than one to cut up and dispose of the
body so quickly—had taken a ferry and dumped the first piece. But then they’d panicked.
Maybe they thought that they’d been seen. That’s when they went back and fetched the larger
piece with a wagon, drove over the Washington Bridge, and dumped it onto the loneliest
stretch of road they could find. Of course, this was just a hunch—half a hunch, really. And as
for who did it, or who the victim was…well, there was no way to tell yet.The case itself was a
jigsaw puzzle—one still missing most of the pieces.4.THE WRECKING CREWON MONDAY
MORNING, New Yorkers awoke to find a hand shoved in their face. Hand of the Headless
Murdered Man—Exact Size, crowed the June 28 New York World. There, above the fold, the
life-sized fingers splayed across the morning paper—a dead man reaching out of the page to
grab readers by the collar. River Mystery Grows In Horror, bellowed Press newsboys, while the
high-minded Herald fretted over “the strangest and most brutal murder of the century.” Even the
immigrant sheets took notice, with the staidly Teutonic New Yorker Staats Zeitung trumpeting
the latest on Der Kopffabschneider—“the Headcutter.” But none topped the World 	’s engraving—
procured, it boasted, “from a flashlight photograph made in the Morgue last night.” The
illustration irresistibly invited readers to place their own hand across the dead man’s—to clasp
their fingers across his—and wonder at his identity.An overnight autopsy of the second parcel
by Coroner Tuthill furnished some intriguing hints. The victim, as one reporter put it delicately,
“may have been a Hebrew.” He had no alcohol in his stomach, which discounted a drunken
brawl. Nor was there food in there—so it had been at least three or four hours since his last
meal. But among this minutiae, one of the coroner’s consulting physicians had made a
sensational finding: The leg stumps had been boiled.“It appears to me,” he’d confided to an
Evening Telegram reporter, “that an attempt has been made to dispose of the body by boiling it.
It is possible the murderers thrust the legs into a kettle hoping to boil the flesh off, but found
they could not do it quickly or easily enough, and that they then cut up the remains.”Well, that
was one way of looking at it.Cannibalism Suggested, the Herald announced. Or was it
something more subtle—quicklime or a harsh deodorizer on the skin, the remains of a failed
attempt at a hasty cover-up? The most fascinating solution offered up in the morgue came from
a Times reporter: Weren’t butchers in the habit of scalding stuck pigs to loosen up their skin?
The suggestion was compelling; a butcher’s handiwork might account for the curious quality of
the murderer’s saw cuts—more skilled than an amateur, yet cruder than a med student.“A
butcher may have done it,” Coroner Tuthill mused aloud. “Or, perhaps, a carpenter.”Yet the
scalding seemed to favor a butcher, and reporters and morgue employees alike could hardly
keep from thinking of the Luetgert case—a recent Chicago murder where a local sausage
maker dropped his wife into one of his factory’s vats. Luetgert’s case was a peculiar one, since
there was no witness and no victim left to produce. But this Manhattan mystery provided a
horrifying and neatly packaged clue—a body with skin, a Herald reporter marveled, that was
“as white as marble.” That, the coroner explained, was because “the body had been washed,
and the blood removed before it was wrapped up.”But who would do such a thing? The victim
might not have been drinking, a Press reporter suggested, but the killer surely had been. Not
just to commit the deed, mind you, but to steel himself to venture into the Bronx woods at night.
“His nerves must be of iron,” he speculated, “and probably he fortified himself with liquor for the
ordeal.” Even just the sawing would have been exhausting, awkward work. On this the coroner
spoke from some experience, after all—in cutting through the trunk, he explained, you’d need
somebody to hold the arms so that they wouldn’t keep getting in the way. And that meant an



accomplice.Or, perhaps, an entire gang.The World knew just the man to ask about the case:
Andrew Drummond, the former head of the U.S. Secret Service.These days he was running a
detective bureau at the foot of Newspaper Row, and he’d been following the case closely. “I
believe that this most atrocious murder was committed by a foreigner,” he huffed to a World
reporter. Its ferocity, he deemed, was the work of men hailing from warm and lusty climes. “The
murderer is a Sicilian, or possibly a Spaniard or Cuban. Maybe a Spanish spy has been put out
of the way by the Cubans. The most likely one is that it is the result of a family feud among
Sicilians. I know the ways of the Mafia.”To Drummond, the clincher was the oilcloth. What
murderer would call attention to his deed by wrapping it in lurid red cloth? Ah, but attention was
the point with a Mafia hit. And of course, as Drummond reminded readers—“Sicilians love
bright colors.”Even as scores of reporters were fanning out across the city, beating the bushes
and shadowing the police along the riverbanks and in the Bronx woods, Drummond was sure
of one thing: Whether the head was burned, buried, or sunk in the river, they wouldn’t like what
they’d find. “When the head is found,” he warned, “it will be seen to be horribly disfigured.”But
where some saw horror, others sensed opportunity.—EVERY DAY OR SO for the last couple of
years on Newspaper Row, a mob of mustachioed, derby-hatted men would come tumbling out
of a low brick building, the first of them saddling up onto their squeaking bicycles even as they
ran, and then careening wildly past City Hall; then a second group, more raggedly bohemian
with their leather portfolios and wooden camera tripods, would clamber aboard carriages and
go clattering madly after the bicycles. Behind them, editor Sam Chamberlain could be heard
roaring from his desk.“Get excited. God damn it, get excited!”This was the Wrecking Crew.The
appearance of the Wrecking Crew meant just one thing: that a splendid story—a lover gunning
down his society sweetheart on Broadway, a passenger ferry upending itself, or a rollicking
downtown building collapse—was to appear in the next edition of the New York Journal.You
could tell when New York was having a peaceful day, it was said by friends, by how despondent
Journal publisher William Randolph Hearst looked. But give him a murdered lad or tragic
maiden, and Hearst joyfully revived. And a man dying at the hands of a maniac who scattered
parts all around the city? He was ecstatic.For their newly created Evening Journal edition—
meant to be even saucier and more shameless than the morning Journal—it was pure
homicide gold. What a way to launch! Both teams scrambled, and a Monday morning editorial
meeting assembled over thirty staffers to gaze at photographs of the dead man’s hand and
formulate a plan of attack. Photograph the Meyer boys, map the spot where they found it, show
the twine and the knots and the pattern of the oilcloth around the torso. Get diagrams of the
nude body. Get graphics and put it on page 1. It was a morning for the Wrecking Crew to rush
in and out of the Journal almost nonstop; a fine morning, in short, for some wrecking.“Events
seem to indicate that men, like dogs, go mad at certain seasons,” Hearst mused as he
surveyed the day’s news. There were race riots in Key West, idiots stealing electricity off high-
voltage streetcar lines in Ohio, and two millionaires fighting over a $15 dog here in New York.
But this story, this was something more than ordinary madness. It was already getting picked
up by the wires and running across the country. And so the order came from Hearst’s offices:
Hire launches, and set them to dragging and searching the East River—immediately.Find that
head, the chief wrecker commanded.—CAPTAIN O’BRIEN COULDN’T ward it off anymore, not
with every newspaper headline on his way in to the Mulberry Street headquarters yelling at
him. After two days of hopeless stalling by the police, several detectives were sent trudging
over to the morgue in the early-morning hours to take down names and addresses.They had a
long day ahead of them. The steps and wooden porch leading into the death house were
crowded with bereaved families—scores of people, all convinced their lost loved ones were



inside—as well as local curiosity seekers, lounging surgeons from the neighboring hospital,
and legions of reporters. The detectives and the coroner could barely make their way inside.
The first two visitors to squeeze in gave their names to a detective as John Johnson and
Adolph Carlson of 333 East Twenty-Eighth Street. They were fellow boarders with Max
Weineke. As men living in close quarters, they’d seen Max nude a number of times; there was
a mole on his shoulder, they said. There wasn’t one on the body, so that settled that.But then,
marveled a Herald reporter, three “Japanese—or at any rate, Orientals” pressed their way to
the front and were led to the slab. They announced that it was Weineke. Who were they, and
how did the three of them know a Danish scrap-metal dealer? They wouldn’t say. Another
mysterious visitor correctly described, sight unseen, a surgical scar on the abdomen; the fact
had not been announced to the public, and he was quickly led to the slab. He identified the
body as Weineke; but the fellow wouldn’t identify himself, and promptly melted back into the
crowd. So now they had five positive identifications of Weineke—four by men who refused to
name themselves—and three negative identifications of the very same body.The morning had
only just begun at the morgue.Next came the presumptive widow of Mr. Robert Wood. She was
regal in her floral-decked hat and dark mourning dress, waiting with her attending minister
amid all the tumult and weeping outside. Wood, it seemed, was a Long Island City butcher who
had gone missing after leaving his shop with a $150 bankroll in his pocket, and his empty
wagon had been found abandoned in front of a Greenpoint saloon. His description, the
location, the motive—they all matched the body pretty well. Mrs. Wood and the minister were
led inside, and the headless and legless body—further decomposed and sliced into by two
autopsies—was revealed to her. She fell into a dead faint.It was too much—too much. She
slumped into her minister’s arms and was carried into a morgue office and revived. She wanted
to try again. There was a scar on his left hand, she recalled, and so the morgue attendants
covered up the remains, leaving only the forearm and hand undraped on the table. Mrs. Wood
and the minister approached quietly, while the crowd inside kept keen watch from a close but
respectful distance. She held the cold, lifeless hand in her own and examined the nails of the
man she believed to be her husband—and a man with a distinctive scar on his middle finger.
This body also had a scar on its finger…the index finger.It is not him, Mrs. Wood announced.It
was also not missing Mafia murder witness Agguzzo Baldasano; neither was it a missing
young Mr. Levaire of 106th Street, nor the Brooklyn gas engineer Charles Russell. But it was
Brooklyn bartender John Otten, or Brooklyn printer John Livingston, or perhaps New Jersey
carpenter Edward Leunhelt. The body also, apparently, belonged to a Manhattan bricklayer.“It
is surely George,” his brother assured the morgue attendants.On and on the identifications
came, all day, like an endless handkerchief pulled from a magician’s pocket. Watching outside
was a young man dandling an infant; when asked by a World reporter what he was doing there,
he refused to talk; all questions for him had to go through the gentlemen over there. The
reporter turned to find himself face-to-face with the assembled forces of the Evening Journal.
They were a formidable sight. Hearst was fond of giving his reporters bicycles, so that his crew
were like another regiment of “scorchers”—the lunatics who barreled through city traffic on
Sylph cycles, Lunol racers, and greased Crackajack bikes, their futuristic bronze headlights
ablaze and slopping kerosene. There were enough of these wildmen riding up the sidewalks
and getting horsewhipped by irritated carriage teamsters that Hearst retained a specially
designated “bicycle attorney” on the paper’s staff.Cycles tossed aside, the Wrecking Crew
pushed their way in. Their witnesses, they told detectives, were the nephew and niece of one
Louis Lutz, a cabinetmaker who had disappeared from his Upper East Side home on
Wednesday. His namesake nephew examined the left hand for a scar.“I feel sure it is my



uncle’s body,” he proclaimed.The attending detective wasn’t impressed.“They are too willing,”
he muttered.“The finger of the dead man looks like my uncle’s marked finger,” young Lutz
insisted—whereupon a morgue attendant leaned in and wiped away the scar with a rag. It had
been a streak of dirt. Now was Lutz sure?He wasn’t so sure.As the Lutzes filed out, a hysterical
woman passed them on the way in.“Oh, Dick! Oh, Dick, why did you go away and leave me?”
she wailed, and was led sobbing over to the body. It was her husband, she moaned—Richard
Meggs, a retired liquor dealer of West Fifty-Second Street. He’d left on Thursday for a card
game with $500 in his pocket, never to return. When shown the scarred finger on the left hand,
she broke down again. “Dick had a scar right there,” she sniffled.The detectives and coroner’s
assistants weren’t quite convinced. Did her husband have any other unique characteristics?
Why yes, she recalled. Her husband had a very distinct scar on his groin. The attendants
dutifully displayed it to Mrs. Meggs’s full view.It was not Dick.—IN THE DOORWAY of a
redwood-paneled office at the New York Journal, a dapper young man could be seen dancing
a little jig. Then, as page proofs were laid out over the floor of the war room, he’d indulge in
another little dance—tapping over the day’s stories, snapping his fingers like castanets. He
might well dance: He was becoming the most powerful publisher in New York.Louis A. Lutz The
Victim? his evening edition demanded. Lutz wasn’t, of course, but that hardly mattered. The
important thing was that the Journal had a great story. “The public,” he reminded his staff, “likes
entertainment better than it likes information.”A generation younger than Pulitzer, William
Randolph Hearst represented everything his Park Row neighbor was not: He was young,
native-born, and the scion of a California senator and mining baron. Hearst seemed to have
careless wealth written upon him, right down to the $20 gold piece he used for a tiepin. At
Harvard he’d shown more interest in newsrooms than in his studies, and his signature
achievement was turning The Harvard Lampoon profitable while serving as its business
manager. After presenting his professors with piss pots emblazoned with their portraits, he was
booted out of the school. But no matter; he slummed around as a freelancer for the newly
launched World, carefully observing the business. Pulitzer, he believed, had invented a whole
new way to make a fortune from journalism.“I am possessed of the weakness which at some
time or other of their lives possesses most men,” he wrote to his father. “I am convinced that I
could run a newspaper successfully.”A decade later, he’d lifted Pulitzer’s ideas to remake the
scrawny San Francisco Examiner into the country’s fourth-largest paper and bought the near-
worthless New York Journal—“the chambermaid’s delight,” some called it—to turn it into a
juggernaut of high-speed presses and color graphics and sensational headlines. He mocked
rivals as doddering dinosaurs stuck “in the Silurian era.” His comics pages were blazingly
ornate and complicated print jobs; perfecting them chewed through equipment, though
demolishing new presses was a price that Hearst was happy to pay. “Smash as many as you
have to, George,” he instructed his printer. Now Hearst had the best color Sunday supplement
in the country—page after page of The Yellow Kid, the adventures of The Katzenjammer Kids,
and Happy Hooligan—“eight pages of iridescent polychromous effervescence,” his paper
boasted, “that makes the rainbow look like lead pipe.”His headlines were equally colorful,
especially for the wilder Evening Journal edition. The Man With the Musical Stomach,
proclaimed one, while a particularly fine science story announced that A Genius Has
Conceived a Plan for a Machine That Will Kill Everybody in Sight. A good headline could
always be ginned up; even a bizarre old 1856 French undertaker’s patent for the “Application of
Galvanoplating to the Human Flesh” might yield the splendid Drop Dead and Have Yourself
Plated. It wasn’t the best quality journalism, granted, but it was the best quantity journalism. At
an unheard-of cover price of one cent, the paper could proudly display its motto: “You Can’t



Get More News; You Can’t Pay Less Than One Cent.”And that night, you couldn’t get more on
the river murder. Hearst proudly oversaw an Evening Journal whose front page boasted lavish
illustrations of both sides of a dead man’s hand, the entire forearm—and a close-up of the
wounded fingernail—and a “butcher’s diagram” showing exactly how the body had been cut up.
The next page was given over to a pictorial tour of the infamous Ogden’s Woods and the East
Eleventh Street pier, plus a complete list of current missing persons with their identifying
marks. Column after column of crew reporting covered witnesses, the police chief, the coroner,
and the invaluable Mr. Lutz.But the Journal would barely have time to enjoy its grisly
triumph.The upcoming edition of the World, stuffed with illustrations and columns about the
case, had a real shocker right up front:$500 REWARDThe World will pay $500 in gold for the
correct solution of the mystery concerning the fragments of a man’s body discovered Saturday
and Sunday in the East River and in Harlem. This offer is open to every one, including police
officers, detectives and reporters. All theories and suggestions must be sent to the City Editor
of the World, in envelopes marked ‘Murder Mystery’, and must be exclusively for the World.
Appearance of the solution in any other paper will cancel this offer of reward.It was a jaw-
dropping amount—a year’s pay for the clerk who could recall selling the oilcloth; several
thousand bottles of cheap claret for the proprietor in whose establishment the deed was
hatched—a personal horse and carriage for the commuter who might have overheard it. At a
time when a reporter might earn $15 a week, it was $500 for them to consider jumping ship. It
was $500, for that matter, to any reader who could deduce a solution, just like readers had
been doing with the Arthur Conan Doyle stories that the World ran. Now they could do more
than just read Sherlock Holmes; they could be him.This was going to be a sensation.Hearst’s
pressmen swung into action with a maneuver to outflank the World 	’s $500 reward. They had an 
utterly devastating headline to run atop the Evening Journal, and the words rolled deliciously
off the tongue.$1,000 REWARD…5.JILL THE RIPPER“A MEAN room in a small house, not far
from the margin of the Harlem River. There are three figures there—three men, roughly clad,
and two of them are seated, while a third stands, or forges here and there about the room….
There is something in the hip pocket of the walking man, which he occasionally feels nervously
with his right hand.”The most sensational Journal story in the works on Monday night really
was a story: It was a fictive re-imagining of the murder by novelist Julian Hawthorne, set to run
on the next morning’s front page, imagining a doomed street peddler drinking among men of
“swarthy and ugly countenances, with short, ragged black beards and hair.” Not every reporter
had such promising material to work with, though. One crew had dropped boxes from the
Harlem Bridge, to trace where the missing head might have been carried, but lost a box when
a skiff of scavengers raced out and grabbed it. Another, given the odiferous task of dragging
the river, was rewarded with such treasures as “half a barrel, an old tin pail, and the carcass of
a cat.”Back at the Journal offices that night, reporter George Arnold pondered a lead that was
better than a dead cat, but maybe not as good as a tin pail. After all, a fellow could use a tin
pail. Among the calls and letters spurred by the new reward came one phoned in by a saloon
proprietor on Third Avenue: He had an idea about the victim. Well, so did lots of people. But
Arnold dutifully headed over to the saloon of Martin Cowan at 11 p.m., through the milling
crowds coming to and from nearby Grand Central Station. Cowan’s building was not unknown
to local journalists; it was in a five-story walk-up with an unnerving tendency to catch fire.He’d
overhead some men talking in the saloon, Cowan explained—workers from a neighborhood
Turkish bath. They were wondering why their fellow attendant William hadn’t shown up at the
Murray Hill Baths that day. He was a large, muscled man with a tattoo on his chest—and
maybe a match for the victim.Handily, the baths were open day and night, and so Arnold



stopped by the long and narrow establishment on Forty-Second Street. They were just the
place to go to get clean after a long day, or after a few drinks in Midtown; the steam and sweat
was even imagined to cure bites by mad dogs. A Romanesque space with white marble floors
and a delightfully long swimming pool, Murray Hill Baths advertised itself as “The Most
Handsome and Perfect Baths in the World.” Years later, locals would recall another name for it:
“The House of a Thousand Hangovers.”The reporter paid his $1.25 admission and idly let the
question drop: Were they missing an attendant lately? They certainly were—Willie
Guldensuppe. He’d had some trouble at home lately with his woman, a midwife named Gussie,
but he’d talked of going to see a new house in the country with her after work last Friday. He
hadn’t been back since.It was getting on to 1 a.m., but Guldensuppe’s apartment was only
eight blocks away, by the corner of Thirty-Fourth and Ninth Avenue, and a midwife would be
used to late-night visitors. Arnold trudged up the stairs from a darkened drugstore on the
ground floor and rang the bell for Mrs. Augusta Nack. No answer. The reporter rang again,
insistently, and the door opened to reveal the midwife, dark-haired and perhaps in her late
thirties.“What do you want?” she asked in a German accent.“I want to know where William
is.”“Who are you?”“I am a friend of his,” Arnold explained. “I have some work for him to do.”This
was perhaps not an entirely wise claim to make, should the man of the house then come
looming up behind her—but no one did.“Well, I don’t know where he is,” the midwife replied. “I
haven’t seen him since Friday morning.” He’d got some money from her, she explained, and
then left without saying where he was going.“Has it occurred to you that he may have been
killed?” Arnold ventured.“Oh, don’t say that, you scare me,” she scoffed. “I don’t care for him
anyway.”“Why not?”“Because he fools around too much with other women,” she snapped. Why,
she’d seen him making plans with one just the other day. Maybe that’s where he was. “All men
are just alike. They’re all beasts.”Since his departure on Friday, she explained, she’d gotten a
note from him. Their relation still didn’t sound quite right to Arnold, though; how was she Mrs.
Augusta Nack, if he was William Guldensuppe? Had William simply been shacking up with
her?“Yes,” she shrugged off the question. “He was my man.” And maybe now he was someone
else’s man. Mrs. Nack had a husband, too, who had moved out, and she didn’t care about that
one either—“I see him almost every day, driving his baker wagon past here.”“What firm does he
drive for?”Now he was just getting nosey, and the midwife didn’t like it.“I don’t know,” she shot
back, “and I don’t care.”She didn’t have anything else to say to one of Willie’s friends, not at this
time of night. The reporter walked back down the stairs and into the cooling night air. The
whole thing was very peculiar.It wouldn’t be too long before the shift turned over at the Murray
Hill Baths. Arnold returned to the attendants with the grimmest of after-work invitations: Would
they come join him at Bellevue morgue? Four accompanied him over to its grim precincts in the
wee hours, peering at the headless and legless body. The mended finger looked right, and the
flesh flayed from the breast looked like it’d be where Willie had a tattoo.“The body is
Guldensuppe’s,” the bath’s elevator operator said flatly. “Of this I am sure.”But then, lots of
people were sure that they knew whose body it was—and some of those had actually been
reported to the police as missing. George Arnold didn’t quite have a story for the Journal yet;
with the sun rising after a night’s work, it still wouldn’t land in the paper.
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Richard Schwindt, “Superior look at gilded age New York. I am tempted to give away some of
the plot details of this true story, set in gilded age New York. But even a few spoilers would
detract from the reader’s experience. Suffice it to say when pieces of an unidentified man start
washing up the river in 1897, the timing conflates with the colorful – and ruthless – newspaper
wars between Joseph Pulitzer’s, New York World and William Randolph Hearst’s, New York
Journal. Soon, the whole city is engaged in the mystery and few are content, particularly
journalists, to remain passive observers and leave the investigation up to the nascent police
detective force. The Murder of the Century is a fabulous book; colorful as the newspapers, well
written and exquisitely researched. Paul Collins has worked hard to produce a superior work,
filled with human detail. This is a fascinating era; and one as politically engaged as our own.
Highly recommended with a hard cider, in the saloon of your choice.”

Sherry Beemer, “Fascinating!. I found this book extremely interesting and entertaining. Collins
clearly did extensive research, as it is packed with historical details, but it reads like novel. I
spent as much time googling things as I did reading. Not because the author didn’t include
things, but because I was so intrigued I wanted to know more about every person and every
little detail.”

Jim Duggins, Ph.D., “If There's No Muck to Rake, Make Some. Paul Collins' work, "The Murder



of the Century: The Gilded Age Crime that Scandalized a City and Sparked the Tabloid Wars"
is perhaps the longest title ever written for a book. As such, it might indeed be a succession of
headlines and subheads for the original newspapers whose histories unfold in the book. "The
Murder of the Century" is the story of a complicated crime where the "corpus dilecti" is found in
dissected body parts spread around late 19th century Manhattan. It is also the story of the
development of tabloid news sources of major dailies and the avaricious scramble for readers
that led news agencies to develop reporter/photograph squads with orders to "make the news
if you can't find it". Now, THAT has the odor of yellow journalism that didn't think twice about
starting a war involving the U.S."The Murder of the Century" is a fascinating read for those of
us who are interested in mass media, its derivations and final products not to mention its
possible effects on "the masses." This book is also a colorful portrayal of that world and life as
it was lived in 19th Century America.The book also portrays the major players (and,
newspaper-selected alleged participants in the crime). In that way we get to see the crime from
half a dozen different points of view.Finally, "The Murder of the Century" is a fast read, a beach
book that plunges one into a tarnished tale of the gilded age and its appetites. Sometimes, too,
the book teaches you how we got some of the attitudes we see around us today. Mr. Collins
has introduced enough celebrities of the day for his book "The Murder of the Century" to
smack of some of the traditions of tabloid news.”

R Helen, “An eye-opening look at newspaper reporting!. I absolutely loved this book. First off,
it's a great mystery. Second, it's an incredibly interesting tale of the tabloid wars that gripped
New York at the turn of the twentieth century. Paul Collins is a great writer and he documents,
with quite a bit of humour, the incredible lengths that William Randolph Hearst, Joseph Pulitzer
and others went to in order to get, and even more incredibly, to "make" their stories. I think
readers will be shocked at how much the press actually contributed to solving mysteries, as
much as to creating their own. And let's not forget their attempts to actually undermine
investigations in order to win readers! And they are seemingly not punished for it! But what
really stands out is that 110 years later newspaper publishers would be scandalized if such
activities came to light in their reporting. The recent phone-hacking scandal is a good case in
point. Yet, Collins shows us that, not only was this not the case during the Gilded Age, but
Hearst and others made their careers doing just this kind of thing and worse, much worse. And
it was all considered part of the job. I definitely give this book five stars. It was enlightening, it
was thrilling, and it was definitely entertaining.”

S Riaz, “The Murder of the Century. On a sunny, summers afternoon on the 26th June 1897 in
New York, some boys found a package when they were swimming in the river. Inside, was the
grisly find of a human torso. The police originally thought of medical students, who had been
responsible for other bodily parts found in the city. However, when the limbless trunk was
discovered in the countryside, a murder enquiry began. The incident was not without
precedent - three years earlier, eleven year old Susie Martin was also found cut up. However,
despite some excellent police work; most notably by Detective Arthur Carey who, despite being
relegated to an area of the city known as "goatsville", had tracked down where the oilcloth
wrapping the body was brought from, it was the newspapers that were hot on the heels of the
story.This then, is the story of that murder and of the newspaper war it generated - most
notably between Joseph Pullitzer of the World and the up and coming William Randolph Hearst
of the Journal. The body was identified, even though the head had not been found, and the
woman he had lived with was arrested, along with her lover. I obviously do not wish to give



away the plot of the book, but this is a thrilling re-enactment of the investigation, trial and
verdict, alongside the battle for newspaper sales and the dirty tricks used to increase
newspaper circulation. Rewards were offered, coloured ink gave headlines prominence and
sketch artists used carrier pigeons to get their pictures to the newspaper offices the
quickest.The defendents, Augusta Nack and her lover Martin Thorn, gave the public everything
a good journalist could wish. There was a love triangle, adultery, abortion, and, above all, the
missing head of the body which caused doubt over the identity of the alleged victim. Martin
Thorn's lawyer was the flamboyent William F. Howe, but even he could not rival the newspapers
for stunts and headlines. My personal favourite was after an illness caused the jury to be
changed: "Look more intelligent than the former lot" shrieked the paper! The book recreates all
the people involved, gives an excellent account of the investigation and trial and finishes with
what happened to everyone linked to the case.  Highly recommended.”

Margaret Ediger, “Fascinating details not only about that famous trial,but also on its influence
on newspapers.. I enjoyed learning about life in New York City during the final years of the 19th
Century.”

R. M. Perring, “Book. Looking forward to hearing the book”

The book by Paul Collins has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 325 people have provided feedback.
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